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Abstract—The dc–dc topologies with capacitive output filter are
going to be widely used especially for high-output current applica-
tions because of its inherent advantages in the lower voltage stress
on rectifiers and the smaller occupied printed circuit board layout
area at the secondary side. However, the parasitic resonance be-
tween the equivalent leakage inductance of the power transformer
and the equivalent output junction capacitance of the rectifier still
practically exists in the center-tapped rectification configuration,
which leads to considerable voltage ringing on the rectifier and
then results in the utilization of the rectifier with much higher
breakdown voltage rate and the decrease of conversion efficiency.
Moreover, the relatively larger output-current ripple induces the
both larger conduction loss in the secondary-side windings of the
power transformer and the capacitive output filter. In this paper,
a novel symmetrical rectifier configuration is proposed, which can
effectively clamp the practical voltage stress on the rectifier with-
out any parasitical voltage spike and reduce the output-current
ripple due to the bypass effect of the auxiliary flying-balancing
capacitors. The leakage inductance and the output filter capacitor
can be treated as an inherent small LC filter to reduce the output
voltage ripple further. Based on the theoretical analysis and the
optimal design considerations, a 300-W lab-made LLC resonant
dc–dc converter with this proposed configuration is built up to
verify its advantages in high conversion efficiency.

Index Terms—Capacitive filter, dc–dc converter, high efficiency,
low voltage stress, synchronous rectifier.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the rapid development in consumer electronics, the
traditional ac/dc power supply adapter with relatively

larger package size and lower power density would not meet the
prospective market requirement anymore, especially in portabil-
ity which is going to be one of the most important features of the
next generation consumer electronics. Therefore, the advanced
ac/dc power supply adapter with smaller package size and higher
power density will definitely obtain most of the market share in
the near future.
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Fig. 1. Conventional center-tap rectifier configuration.

It is well-known that only the natural convection cooling is
allowed for the power supply adapter. As the package size in-
creases along with the increase of the power level, the ratio of the
package surface area to the package volume will reduce, which
means the reduction of the effective heat dissipating capability.
Therefore, in order to upgrade the power density of the adapter,
its conversion efficiency must be pushed up further to meet the
rigorous thermal limitation. Otherwise, the power density has to
be reduced to ensure the reliability of the heat dissipation. For
this reason, the centre-tapped rectifier configuration with capac-
itive output filter as shown in Fig. 1 is going to be widely used in
the front-end dc/dc converter of the ac/dc power supply adapter
especially for the high output-current applications because of its
inherent advantages in lower conduction loss and smaller occu-
pied printed circuit board (PCB) layout area, for example in LLC
resonant dc/dc converter [1]–[18] and in soft-switched phase-
shift full-bridge dc/dc converter with primary-side energy stor-
age inductor (PSFB-PESI) [19], [20]. Obviously, synchronous
rectifier (SR) can be used instead of diode rectifier for high effi-
ciency. However, the practical voltage stress on the secondary-
side rectifiers is always higher than 2 VOUT because of the
voltage spike during the switch transition caused by parasitic
resonance between the leakage inductance LK of power trans-
former and the equivalent output junction capacitance (COSS ) of
output rectifier, and the considerable volt-second balance across
LK when operating at high-load current condition [21].There-
fore, the power supply engineer cannot utilize the output rec-
tifiers with much lower breakdown voltage rate to reduce the
conduction loss and the switching loss further. Besides, the rel-
atively large output-current ripple would not only increase the
conduction loss in the secondary-side windings of the power
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Fig. 2. Conventional full-bridge rectifier configuration.

transformer, but also would lead to large output voltage ripple,
which always needs bulky electrolytic aluminum capacitors to
reduce and then meet the given design specification of the ac/dc
power supply adapter. A full-bridge rectifier configuration with
capacitive output filter shown in Fig. 2 can effectively clamp the
voltage stress on the rectifiers at VOUT without any parasitical
voltage spike even in the practical application areas, and then
the output rectifiers with much lower breakdown voltage rate
can be utilized, which means much lower RDSON of the MOS-
FET or much lower forward voltage VF of the schottky diode.
However, the efficiency benefit obtained from the lower RDSON
or the lower VF would always be counteracted by the increase
of the utilized rectifier amount, and the total manufacture cost
is going to be higher. Moreover, this rectifier configuration still
suffers the considerable large output-current ripple and when
the SR is employed for the high output-current applications,
the driving circuit for the high-side rectifiers would be rather
difficult and complex.

Based on Fig. 1, [22] and [23] present a novel low voltage
stress (LVS) rectifier configuration as shown in Fig. 3(a). Zhao
et al. [24] present the basic operation principle and the relative
optimum design considerations when utilized in LLC resonant
dc/dc converter and the PSFB-PESI dc/dc converter. The
voltage stress on the output rectifiers can be effectively clamped
at 2 VOUT without any parasitical voltage spike through
two equivalently series-connected capacitors, the auxiliary
flying-balance capacitor CAUX and the output filter capacitor
COUT , as shown in Fig. 3(b). Even employing the current
mode driving strategy to drive the SRs, the residual energy
stored in the leakage inductance of the current transformer
LKCT and the trace parasitical inductance is still too low to
cause the considerable voltage spike, as shown in Fig. 3(c).
Then the output rectifier with much lower breakdown voltage
rate can be utilized for the practical applications. Additionally,
thanks to the ac component bypass effect of CAUX , the
reduced output-current ripple helps to decrease the electrolytic
aluminum capacitors utilization amount at the output side and
the current rms value in the secondary-side windings of the
power transformer. Therefore, the conversion efficiency and the
power density can be effectively improved further.

Although compared with the conventional rectifier configu-
ration shown in Fig. 1, the LVS rectifier configuration proposed
in [22] can help to reduce the voltage ripple on the capac-
itive output filter due to the ac component bypass effect of
CAUX . According to the theoretical analysis presented in [24],

the output-current ripple is always optimum designed to be about
half of the entire secondary-side current ripple, and a small ad-
ditional LC filter at the output side is still necessary sometime
to meet the given requirement of the output-voltage ripple. To
reduce the output-current ripple further and save the small addi-
tional LC filter, this paper presents a novel symmetrical rectifier
configuration with capacitive output filter as shown in Fig. 4(a),
which has the outstanding features in LVS and ultralow output-
current ripple. It has the voltage stress clamping cell and en-
ergy transfer cell similar to the LVS rectifier configuration as
shown in Fig. 4(b), and thanks to the symmetrical configuration
consisting of four secondary-side windings and two auxiliary
flying-balance capacitors CAUX1/2 ; the voltage stress on the
SRs can not only be effectively clamped at 2 VOUT without any
parasitical voltage spike but also the output-current ripple can
be considerably reduced. The leakage inductance of the power
transformer at the secondary side can be treated as an inher-
ent small filter inductance and help to reduce the voltage ripple
on the output-capacitive filter further. The feasibility to remove
the small additional LC output filter would bring in the lower
conduction loss at the output side and the smaller occupied
PCB layout area. It means the improvement of the conversion
efficiency and the power density. For high-output current ap-
plications, SR is always utilized for the lower conduction loss
and can be easily driven by the current mode driving strategy,
which has been already presented and analyzed in [18] and [25].
Section II elaborates the basic operation principle of the pro-
posed symmetrical rectifier configuration when it is employed
in LLC resonant dc/dc converter and PSFB-PESI dc/dc con-
verter, respectively, and Section III focuses on several optimum
design considerations. Finally, two 300-W lab-made LLC reso-
nant dc/dc converter prototypes with the conventional rectifier
configuration and the proposed rectifier configuration are built
up, respectively, to compare and verify the presented theoreti-
cal analysis about the proposed one’s outstanding advantages in
LVS and ultralow output-current ripple, which would be good
for high conversion efficiency.

II. OPERATION PRINCIPLE ANALYSIS

The proposed symmetrical SR configuration is suitable for
the LLC resonant dc/dc converter and the PSFB-PESI dc/dc
converter to obtain high conversion efficiency and high power
density as shown in Fig. 5(a). For the primary-side of LLC reso-
nant converter, its half-bridge consists of two power MOSFETs,
Q1 and Q2 , and the series resonant tank is composed of the res-
onant inductance LR and the resonant capacitance CR . LM can
be the magnetizing inductance of the power transformer or the
added inductance in parallel with the power transformer. For the
primary-side of PSFB-PESI converter, its full-bridge consists of
four power MOSFETs, Q1–Q4 . LR is the primary-side series en-
ergy storage inductor and the series capacitor CB blocks the dc
bias for the power transformer. The transformer windings con-
sist of wP as its primary-side winding, and wS1–wS4 as its four
secondary-side windings. Note that the secondary-side wind-
ings’ turns ratio and the configuration should be kept symmetric,
which would be analyzed in Section III. LSK1–LSK4 represent
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Fig. 3. (a)–(c) LVS output rectifier configurations proposed in [22] and [24].

Fig. 4. (a) and (b) Proposed symmetrical rectifier configurations with low voltage stress and ultralow output-current ripple.

Fig. 5. (a)–(c) Proposed symmetrical SR configuration with current mode driving circuit.

the total equivalent leakage inductances of each secondary-
side winding including the leakage inductances reflected from
the primary-side. SR1 and SR2 are two synchronous rectifiers,
which are driven by the same current mode driving circuit as
shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c) [25]. CAUX1 and CAUX2 are two
auxiliary flying-balance capacitors.

To be brief, only the discontinuous conduction mode (DCM)
operation principle at the secondary side is elaborated in this sec-
tion and the primary-side operation principle analysis of both
the LLC resonant dc/dc converter and the PSFB-PESI dc/dc
converter are all the foregoing work, which can be referred in

detail from [1]–[20], and the continuous conduction mode oper-
ation principle could be easily deduced based on the presented
DCM principle.

Some reasonable assumptions are listed below to simplify
the basic operation principle analysis process: 1) neglect the
forward voltage VF of diode and the ON resistance RDSON of
MOSFET; 2) all the capacitors are constant and linear; 3) neglect
all the parasitic components except the leakage inductance of the
power transformer; 4) neglect the deadtime interval between the
driving signal of the primary-side switches in the same bridge
leg; 5) neglect the voltage ripple on CAUX1 and CAUX2 ; and
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6) the primary-side series capacitor guarantees no dc bias in
the power transformer. Figs. 6 and 7 show the key operation
modes and the relevant waveforms in theoretical of these two
converters in DCM, respectively.

A. Topology I: LLC Resonant dc/dc Converter

Mode1 (t0–t1): During this mode, the secondary-side rectifier
SR1 is ON and the energy is transferred from the primary input
side to the secondary output side. The voltage stress VT on
the transformer’s primary-side winding is clamped at nT VOUT
by the output voltage. SR1 takes all the secondary-side current
iSR1 , which equals to the reflected current of the primary-side
resonant current iP minus the power transformer’s magnetizing
current iLM of the power transformer. They should be valid in
the equations as shown in the following:

iP (t) =
√

2IPRMS sin(2πfRt − tθ ) (1)

iLM(t) = ILM(t0) +
nT VOUT

LM
(t − t0)

= −nT VOUT

2LM
(t1−t0)+

nT VOUT

LM
(t − t0)

(2)

iSR1(t) = ip(t)−iLM(t)=
√

2IPRMS sin(2πfRt−tθ )

+
nT VOUT

2LM
(t1 − t0) −

nT VOUT

LM
(t − t0)

(3)

2
∫ t1

t0
iSR1(t)dt

TS
= IOUT =

VOUT

ROUT
. (4)

where IPRMS is the rms value of the primary-side current, fR is
the resonant frequency of the primary-side series resonant tank,
tθ is the leading angle of iP , nT is the turns ratio of the power
transformer, TS is the switching period, ROUT is the output
load, and IOUT is the output load current.

If the auxiliary flying capacitances CAUX1 and CAUX2 are
large enough, the voltage ripple across them can be neglected
during the theoretical analysis, and their steady-state voltage
equals to the output voltage VOUT . Therefore, the voltage stress
on SR2 could be effectively clamped at 2 VOUT by these two
equivalently series-connected capacitors, and then the energy
stored in the leakage inductance LSK is too low to oscillate with
them and cannot cause considerable parasitical voltage spike
on the secondary-side rectifier anymore. Moreover, the entire
secondary-side current ripple suffered by SR1 would be shared
by CAUX1 and CAUX2 equally, which means that there is no
current ripple flowing into the output filter capacitor COUT , and
then the secondary-side winding wS1 would also have to suffer
the dc current bias supporting the output load. The peak current
in SR1 can be obtained from (7) and (8)

iSW1(t) =
iSR1(t) + IOUT

2
(5)

iSW2(t) =
iSR1(t) − IOUT

2
(6)

ISP1 = iSR1(t)| d i S R 1 ( t )
d t

= 0
= iSR1(tP ) (7)

tP =
cos−1

(√
2nT VOUT/4πfRLM IPRMS

)
+ tθ

2πfR
. (8)

where iSW1/2 and iSR1/2 are the current in the secondary-side
windings and the SRs, respectively, ISP1 is the peak current of
iSR1 , and tP is the peak current time of iSR1 .

Mode2 (t1–t2): During this mode, the secondary side is go-
ing to operate in DCM because iP equals to iLM , and then
SR1 can be turned OFF with zero current switching (ZCS). The
output energy is mainly supported by CAUX1 and CAUX2 trans-
ferred through all the four symmetrical secondary-side wind-
ings. If LM ’s impedance ZLM is designed enough larger than
the primary-side resonant tank’s impedance ZR , the SRs’ volt-
age stress is approximately around VOUT .

Mode3 (t2–t3): Thanks to the proposed symmetrical rectifier
configuration, this mode is exactly similar to mode1. The en-
ergy is transferred from the primary input side to the secondary
output side through the secondary-side windings wS2 , wS3 , and
SR2 .SR2 takes the entire secondary-side current ripple, which
is still equally shared by the auxiliary flying-balance capacitors.
Therefore, there’s no current ripple flowing into the output filter
capacitor as earlier. The voltage stress on SR1 could be effec-
tively clamped at 2 VOUT by the equivalently series-connected
CAUX1 and CAUX2 and without any parasitical voltage spike.

Mode4 (t3–t4): This mode is similar to mode2, and SR2 also
can be turned OFF with ZCS. After the end of this mode, the
converter begins next switching cycle on the same operation
principle.

B. Topology II: PSFB-PESI dc/dc Converter

Being similar to the secondary-side operation principle in
DCM of LLC resonant dc/dc converter with the proposed sym-
metrical SR configuration mentioned earlier, PSFB-PESI dc/dc
converter just has differences in the current waveform shape as
shown in Fig. 7, and the relevant expressions are described in
the following.

Mode1 (t0–t1): During this mode, the energy is transferred
from the primary input side to the secondary output side through
the secondary-side windings wS2 , wS3 , and SR1 . The current in
SR1iSR1 is reflected directly from the primary-side current iP ,
which can be expressed in (9) and (10). The auxiliary flying-
balance capacitors, CAUX1 and CAUX2 , separately share one-
half of the entire secondary-side current ripple suffered by SR1
to eliminate the current ripple flowing into COUT . The voltage
stress on SR2 could be effectively clamped at 2 VOUT in a
similar same way as analyzed earlier

iSR1 =




nT (V IN −nT VO U T )
LR

(t − t0) , t0 ≤ t ≤ t0 + DT s
2

nT

[
DTS (V IN −nT VO U T )

2LR
− nT VO U T

LR

(
t − DT s

2 − t0
)]

,

t0 + DT s
2 ≤ t ≤ t1

(9)

ISP1 =
DTS (VIN − nT VOUT)

2LR
(10)

where D is the operation switching duty cycle.
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Fig. 6. Key operation modes and relevant theoretical waveforms in DCM (LLC resonant dc/dc converter).
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Fig. 7. Key operation modes and relevant theoretical waveforms in DCM (PSFB-PESI dc/dc converter).
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Fig. 8. Equivalent circuit of the proposed configuration in half energy transfer
period.

Mode2 (t1–t2): During this mode, iP reaches zero as well as
iSR1 . SR1 could be turned OFF with ZCS. CAUX1 and CAUX2
support the output energy transferred through all the four sym-
metrical secondary-side windings. The SRs’ voltage stress is
approximately around VOUT .

After this mode, the proposed symmetrical rectifier config-
uration makes the following two modes, mode3 from t2 to t3
and mode4 from t3 to t4 , to be the same as the previous two,
respectively. After the end of mode4, the converter begins next
switching cycle on the same operation principle.

III. OPTIMUM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

This section focuses mainly on several optimum design con-
siderations for the proposed symmetrical rectifier configuration.
As usual, the steady-state dc gain should be analyzed and de-
duced first during the whole design process, especially for the
power transformer design, and then the output-current ripple
eliminating principle should be anatomized, which is necessary
for the power supply engineers to employ this configuration
for the practical applications. The analysis of the effective volt-
age stress clamping for the secondary-side rectifier is presented
successively. Based on these design consideration, the proposed
rectifier configuration would show its obvious advantages in
high conversion efficiency and high power density compared
with the conventional rectifier configuration especially for the
practical high-output current applications. To simplify the opti-
mum design analysis process, the secondary-side windings wS1
and wS4 are named as wGA , winding group A, and the others
wS2 and wS3 are named as wGB , winding group B.

A. Steady-State dc Gain Analysis

According to the basic operation principle presented earlier,
the equivalent circuit of this rectifier configuration in the half
energy transfer period can be obtained as shown in Fig. 8. It
can be seen that the output load energy only flows through the
winding wGA (wS1 and wS4) at the secondary side in this period,
and the winding wGB (wS2 and wS3) just suffers parts of the
entire secondary-side current ripple. The energy transfer process
in next half period is symmetrical, similar to the previous half.
Therefore, the turns ratio of the power transformer windings
can be derived from (11) easily, which is valid for both LLC

Fig. 9. Ideal equivalent circuit of the proposed configuration reflected to the
primary side.

resonant dc/dc converter and PSFB-PESI dc/dc converter

VT

VOUT
=

nP

nS1 + nS4
=

nP

nS2 + nS3
=

nP

nwG A

=
nP

nwG B

. (11)

where nP is the primary-side winding turns of the power trans-
former and nS1–nS4 are the secondary-side windings turns.
Therefore, it can be seen that the turns of the secondary-
side winding wGA should be equal to that of the winding
wGB .

B. Output-Current Ripple Elimination

Although the proposed symmetrical rectifier configuration
has its inherent advantage in output-current ripple elimination
which can help to reduce the voltage ripple on the capacitive out-
put filter and save the small additional LC filter to meet the given
requirement of the output-voltage ripple, the detailed theoretical
analysis is still necessary for the power supply engineers in the
practical applications. Generally, neglecting all the leakage in-
ductances of the power transformer can effectively simplify the
equivalent circuit during the energy transfer period as shown in
Fig. 9, where CARTP1 and CARTP2 are two equivalent capac-
itors of CAUX1 and CAUX2 reflected from the secondary-side
to the primary-side and can be combined into CARTP together,
and CORTP is the equivalent reflected capacitor of the output
filter COUT . The ac current source iPAC represents the entire
primary-side ac current that can be divided into three differ-
ent parts: iACA1 , iACA2 , and iACOP . Current iACA1 and iACA2
flow in CARTP1 and CARTP2 , respectively, and can be com-
bined into iACA together, and iACOP flows in CORTP . Based
on this ideal equivalent circuit, the ac current source iPAC is di-
vided in the proportion of the impedance of CARTP and CORTP
as expressed in (12). Therefore, in order to effectively achieve
the output-current ripple elimination, CARTP should be larger
than CORTP enough to bypass the ac current ripple as much as
possible

iPAC = iACA + iACOP = iACA

(
1 +

CORTP

CARTP

)

= iACOP

(
1 +

CARTP

CORTP

)
. (12)
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Fig. 10. (a)–(c) Improved equivalent circuits for the practical applications.

Fig. 11. (a)–(c) Equivalent circuit for the voltage stress across the rectifier.

Actually, the leakage inductance of the power transformer al-
ways exists and should be taken into account especially during
the practical design process, no matter how the hand-made wind-
ings or the planar PCB windings are utilized. Then, this ideal
equivalent circuit must be improved further to fit the practical
application as shown in Fig. 10(a). The ac current source iSAC
represents the entire secondary-side ac current ripple, which can
also be divided into three parts: iAC1 , iAC2 , and iACO flowing in
CAUX1 , CAUX2 , and COUT , respectively. Their relationship is
expressed in (13). Compared with the ac current ripple flowing
in CAUX1 and CAUX2 , the voltage ripple on them is supposed
to be negligible, which leads to a simpler equivalent circuit as
shown in Fig. 10(b), where LSK3 is defined as kLSK1 , and LSK4
is defined as gLSK2 . Equation (14) can be derived from the sim-
plest equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 10(c), and then the
output-current ripple elimination can be achieved effectively if
the coefficient k equals to g. It shows the symmetrical character-
istic of the secondary-side winding configuration. The capaci-
tive output filter, which is much smaller in size and capacitance,
can be utilized to reduce the occupied area and the complexity
of the PCB layout at the secondary side.

Note that when both the coefficients k and g equal to 1, iAC1
equals to iAC2 , which means that all the four secondary-side
windings equally suffer half of the entire secondary-side current
ripple as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. It also reduces the conduction
loss in the secondary-side windings because of the lower current
rms value. On the other hand, although CAUX1 and CAUX2 are
simply treated as the constant voltage sources during the afore-
mentioned theoretical analysis, the voltage ripple still exists in
the practical applications because of the finite capacitance and
the equivalent series resistance, and then the increase of the volt-
age ripple on CAUX1 and CAUX2 can be equivalently treated as
the increase of the difference between the coefficients k and g,
which would increase the output-current ripple iACO . It can also

be estimated by (13). Therefore, CAUX1 and CAUX2 should be
designed and selected carefully to guarantee the desirable effect
of the output-current ripple elimination




iAC1

(
SLSK3 +SLSK4 + 1

SCA U X 1

)
+iACO (SLSK4 − SLSK1)

= iAC2

(
SLSK1 + SLSK2 + 1

SCA U X 2

)
iAC1 + iAC2 + iACO = iSAC

(13)

iACO = iSAC − iAC1 − iAC2 = iSAC

[
k − g

(k + 1) (g + 1)

]
. (14)

C. Voltage Stress Clamping for Rectifier

Theoretically, the secondary-side rectifiers’ voltage stress can
be clamped at 2 VOUT when the centre-tapped transformer-
winding configuration with capacitive output filter is utilized
at the secondary side. However, the leakage inductance of the
power transformer would always oscillate with the COSS of
the rectifier in the practical applications and the caused voltage
spike increases the voltage stress on the rectifier considerably.
Moreover, the leakage inductance suffers visible voltage ripple
because of the volt-second balance and also deteriorates the
rectifiers’ voltage stress especially for the high-output current
applications [23].

When utilizing the proposed symmetrical rectifier configura-
tion, the secondary-side rectifiers’ voltage stress can be effec-
tively clamped at 2 VOUT by two equivalently series-connected
auxiliary flying-balance capacitors, CAUX1 and CAUX2 , and
then the energy stored in the leakage inductance LSK of the
power transformer is going to be too low to increase the volt-
age stress on the rectifier as well as the voltage ripple across
LSK caused by the volt-second balance. The equivalent circuit
during the half energy transfer period is shown in Fig. 11(a).
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Fig. 12. Circuit diagrams of two lab-made prototypes with different secondary-side rectifier configurations. (a) LLC resonant converter prototype with the
conventional centre-tapped rectifier configuration. (b) LLC resonant converter prototype with the proposed symmetrical rectifier configuration.

From Fig. 11(b) and (c), it is worthwhile to note that an inher-
ent small LC output filter, which consists of the total leakage
inductance at the secondary side LSKT , and the output filter
capacitor COUT can help to further reduce the output-voltage
ripple. It brings in the feasibility to remove the small additional
LC output filter. When employing a current sensor CT in series
with SR for the current mode driving, although its very small
leakage inductance and the relevant trace parasitic inductance
would still oscillate with the COSS of SR, the caused voltage
spike is too small to deteriorate the SRs’ voltage stress. The next
half energy transfer period is symmetrical and has the same ben-
efits as presented earlier. Therefore, with this advantage in the
effectively voltage stress clamping, the SRs with much lower
breakdown voltage rate can be utilized to reduce both the driv-
ing loss and the conduction loss at the secondary side. It does
good help in obtaining high conversion efficiency for the dc/dc
converters.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Two lab-made prototypes of LLC resonant dc/dc converter
with different secondary-side rectifier configurations are built
up, respectively, for the experimental verification of the theoret-
ical analysis presented earlier and the performance comparison
of the improvements obtained from the proposed symmetrical
rectifier configuration. Fig. 12 shows the both circuit diagrams
and the transformer windings’ implementation in these two lab-
made prototypes. Some other relevant circuit parameters and the
utilized components’ characteristic are listed in Table I. Note
that in order to show the improvement of the proposed rectifier

configuration in low voltage stress of SR based on a relatively
fair platform, it is more reasonable to employ the same SR
(FDI038AN06 from Fairchild) during the comparison for these
two prototypes, although the prototype shown in Fig. 12(b) has
much lower SRs’ voltage stress.

As the comparison results shown in Figs. 13–16, it is obvious
that the proposed configuration does great help in restraining
the voltage spike on the secondary-side SRs. Due to the current
mode driving strategy utilized for the secondary-side SRs, al-
though there is still some small ringing across the SRs in the
practical applications, which is mainly caused by the parasitical
resonance between the SRs’ COSS and the leakage inductance of
the current sensor CT and the parasitical trace inductance of the
PCB layout, the dramatically reduced voltage stress means the
feasibility to utilize the SRs with lower breakdown voltage rate
to improve the conversion efficiency as shown in Fig. 21. Fig. 17
shows the benefit of substituting the 40-VDSS SR (HAT2169H)
with the 60-VDSS SR (FDI038AN060A0) in lab-made prototype
with the proposed rectifier configuration.

Figs. 18 and 19 show the remarkable effect of the output-
current ripple reducing with different input voltage. Although
the proposed configuration can help to eliminate the output-
current ripple as the theoretical analysis presented above, when
considering a little asymmetry, both in the practically handmade
secondary-side windings and the primary-side complementary
control signal, the smaller output-current ripple would still exist.
Smaller output-current ripple leads to smaller conduction loss
in the output capacitive filter and the trace of PCB layout. The
size and the occupied PCB area of the output capacitive filter
can also be reduced considerably.
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TABLE I
CIRCUIT PARAMETERS AND COMPONENT CHARACTERISTICS OF TWO LAB-MADE PROTOTYPES

Fig. 13. Voltage stress VDSSR comparison at 350 VIN and 12 A (half-load).
(a) With the proposed rectifier configuration. (b) With the traditional centre-
tapped rectifier configuration.

Fig. 14. Voltage stress VDSSR comparison at 350 VIN and 25 A (full-load). (a)
With the proposed rectifier configuration. (b) With the traditional centre-tapped
rectifier configuration.

Fig. 20 shows the current waveform in the secondary-side
winding iW 1 of transformer at full-load and different input volt-
age condition. The existing dc bias helps to reduce rms value
of the current and is good for the further reduction of trans-
former’s winding loss. Approximately, treating the current in
the secondary-side winding as sinusoid to simplify the calcula-
tion, (15) shows the comparison between the current rms value

Fig. 15. Voltage stress VDSSR comparison at 400 VIN and 12 A (half-load).
(a) With the proposed rectifier configuration. (b) With the traditional centre-
tapped rectifier configuration.

Fig. 16. Voltage stress VDSSR comparison at 400 VIN and 25 A (full-load).
(a) With the proposed rectifier configuration. (b) With the traditional centre-
tapped rectifier configuration.

in single secondary-side winding at critical continuous conduc-
tion operation mode and full-load output condition, but with
different rectifier configurations




IRMS SS = π
4 IOUT ,

with conventional rectifier configuration
IRMS SS =

√
4+2π 2

8 IOUT ,
with proposed rectifier configuration.

(15)
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Fig. 17. Benefit from substituting 40 VDSS SR for 60 VDSS SR with the
proposed rectifier configuration.

Fig. 18. Output-current ripple comparison at 350 VIN and 25 A (full-load). (a)
With the proposed rectifier configuration. (b) With the traditional centre-tapped
rectifier configuration.

Fig. 19. Output-current ripple comparison at 400 VIN and 25 A (full-load). (a)
With the proposed rectifier configuration. (b) With the traditional centre-tapped
rectifier configuration.

Fig. 20. Current in the secondary-side winding at full-load and different input
voltage condition: (a) at 350 VIN and 25 A; (b) at 400 VIN and 25 A.

Fig. 21. Efficiency comparison between the lab-made prototypes with differ-
ent rectifier configuration. (a) Output Power (Watts). (b) VIN (V).

Finally, Fig. 21(a) shows the considerable improvement of the
conversion efficiency obtained by utilizing the proposed rectifier
configuration at 400-VIN input and different power output con-
dition and Fig. 21(b) shows the full-load efficiency comparison
at different voltage input condition.

V. CONCLUSION

A novel symmetrical rectifier configuration with capacitive
output filter is proposed in this paper. It effectively clamps the
voltage stress on the secondary-side rectifier at 2 VOUT without
any parasitical voltage spike, and meanwhile reduces the output-
current ripple dramatically because of the bypass effect of two
auxiliary flying-balance capacitors. Therefore, the rectifier with
much lower breakdown voltage rate can be utilized to reduce
the conduction loss directly; the current ripple elimination ef-
fect not only reduces the loss in the secondary-side windings of
power transformer, but also reduces the required capacitance,
size, and the occupied PCB layout area of the capacitive out-
put filter. Furthermore, the leakage inductance at the secondary
side and the output filter capacitor can be treated as an inherent
small LC filter to reduce the output-voltage ripple. Two 300-W
lab-made LLC resonant dc/dc converters with different rectifier
configurations are built up to verify the features of the proposed
symmetrical rectifier configuration in voltage stress clamping
and output-current ripple reducing. It shows considerable ad-
vantage in high conversion efficiency.
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